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Who Are the Jewish Partisans?

par·ti·san noun: a member of an organized body of fighters who attack or harass an enemy, especially within occupied territory; a guerrilla

During World War II, the majority of European Jews were deceived by a monstrous and meticulous disinformation campaign. The Germans and their collaborators detained millions of Jews and forced them into camps, primarily by convincing them that they were going there to work. In reality, many of these so-called “work camps” were actually death camps where men, women, and children were systematically murdered. Yet approximately 20,000 to 30,000 Jews, many of whom were teenagers, escaped the Nazis to form or join organized resistance groups. These Jews are known as the Jewish partisans, and they joined hundreds of thousands of non-Jewish partisans who fought against the enemy throughout much of Europe.

What Did They Do?

Jewish partisans blew up thousands of German supply trains, convoys, and bridges, making it harder for the Germans to fight the war. Partisans also destroyed power plants and factories, focusing their attention on military and strategic targets, not on civilians. Jewish partisans forced the Germans to spend massive amounts of resources on combating them, disrupting their focus from multiple fronts against the Allies. One German commander called the Jews a “dangerous element” for their participation in partisan units in Russia.1 In Lithuania, where Jewish partisans made up approximately 10% of all partisan fighters, they were responsible for 79% of derailed German trains and injuring nearly 50% of all enemy soldiers.2 Jewish partisans saved thousands of Jewish lives, in some cases literally breaking Jews out of the ghettos, and in at least one situation, digging a tunnel to free 250 people from a ghetto. It is important to note that many partisans credit three things for their survival—luck, knowledge, and opportunity—not heroism, courage, and bravery.

How Did Other Jews Resist?

Resistance against the Germans took many different forms. In addition to the physical resistance of the partisans and ghetto fighters, spiritual resistance took the form of prayer services, and teaching children to read Hebrew. Artistic resistance produced art and poetry in ghettos and camps. Without taking up arms, these Jews stood in defiance to the Nazis, who sought to strip Jews not only of their lives, but also of their dignity and self-respect in order to facilitate the killing process. Jews countered the Germans and their collaborators in still other ways. There were smugglers who sent children to safety and couriers who carried messages between the ghettos. There were forgers who created documents to ensure Jews safe passage to non-occupied countries or to create fake identity cards that allowed Jews to “pass” as non-Jews. Jews in the work camps also sabotaged guns and other products they were forced to make for the Germans.

Why Should We Learn About the Jewish Partisans?

Most students believe that Jews went “like sheep to the slaughter”. They perceive the Holocaust as a piece of Jewish history only about victimization and the loss of hope. The experience of thousands of Jewish partisans who stood up to tyranny and oppression, fought successfully against the Germans, and saved countless lives is an important part of Jewish history that few students are aware of. This information has the power to transform people’s perception of the Jewish experience during the Holocaust, providing a clearer picture of Jewish heroism and character. After learning about the partisans, non-Jewish teens acquire a greater understanding about the Jewish people, leading to interfaith dialog and tolerance, while many Jewish teenagers often feel empowered, developing a stronger sense of Jewish identity and pride. The story of the Jewish partisans is empowering, and demonstrates how young people can make a positive difference in the world.
Who Are the Bielskis?

Paramount-Vintage’s film *Defiance* (2009) depicts the incredible yet true story of the Bielski brothers: Tuvia, Zus, Asael, and Aron (played by Daniel Craig, Liev Schreiber, Jamie Bell, and George MacKay, respectively). Against all odds during World War II, the Bielskis survived in the forest, fought the Nazis, and saved more than a thousand Jewish lives. The motion picture’s availability on DVD allows educators and their students to explore the complexities of the history and ethical dilemmas faced by the Bielskis.

From the small village of Stankevich in Poland (now Belarus), the Bielski brothers escaped the Nazis, who murdered their family and most Jewish inhabitants of their village. The brothers hid in a nearby forest, and later created a refuge for other Jews to join them. Not only did the Bielskis hide and save lives, they also emerged from the trees on horseback, sub-machine guns strapped to their shoulders, to attack German soldiers and their collaborators. In time, their forest camp became like a small town, complete with shoemakers and tailors, carpenters, and hat makers, a central square for social gatherings, a tannery that doubled as a synagogue, and even a theater troupe. The actions of the brothers, led by the oldest, Tuvia, constitute the largest rescue of Jews by Jews during the Holocaust.

The Bielskis were part of a larger military presence; there were hundreds of thousands of partisans—armed guerilla fighters behind enemy lines—all over Europe, fighting the Germans and their collaborators. Many partisans were former soldiers who escaped Nazi camps, or civilians who took up arms against their enemy.

Approximately 20,000-30,000 Jews fought as partisans, many others took part in unarmed resistance (see page 2 for more on armed and unarmed Jewish resistance). The majority of Jewish partisans fought in Soviet-controlled areas. Partisans also fought in many other European countries including Greece, Italy, France, and Yugoslavia. Jewish partisans fought mostly in non-Jewish partisan groups. Because of fierce antisemitism in many partisan groups, many had to hide their Jewish identity. There were a handful of all-Jewish groups, including the Bielskis. In these groups, Jews were relieved of the constant fear of being killed or harassed by their fellow partisans.

In the forests, the only way many Jewish partisans like the Bielskis could survive was by forming an alliance with the Soviet partisans who were also operating in the forest.

The Soviet partisan units were comprised mostly of Red Army soldiers who fled and hid after Germany’s invasion of Poland in June 1941. It is important to note that the Bielskis were not only tough; they were also shrewd. These qualities, along with a great deal of luck, allowed them to survive and to rescue others. Ultimately, the Bielskis saved the lives of 1,200 Jews, the largest rescue of Jews by Jews during the Holocaust (for more information about the Bielskis, including videos of the only surviving Bielski brother and a biography of Tuvia Bielski, go to www.jewshpartisans.org/tuviabbio).

The Bielskis faced decisions that are unfathomable to most people; they were living in the forest, without the protection of the morality, ethics, and laws of society. Every day, they were forced to quickly make difficult, life and death decisions. Using the motion picture *Defiance*—in whole or through select sequences—this curriculum can facilitate critical thinking and discussion to help your students absorb and better understand the film, its lessons, and to engage them in the intricacies and nuances of this complex period in history.
Introduction to This Curriculum

Teaching with Defiance is divided into five pedagogic units: History, Ethics, Leadership, Jewish Values, and Partisan Testimonials. Each unit is composed of four excerpts from the film—ranging from 40 seconds to three minutes—and discussion questions, some with passages from religious or philosophical texts to enhance discussion. Each excerpt and its ensuing conversation is designed to take 15 - 30 minutes of class time (depending on the number of questions used). Each unique pedagogic unit composes 60 - 120 minutes of material, and there is a total of four to eight hours of material in this guide, with additional resources provided. It is recommended that an hour-long class include no fewer than two, and no more than four excerpts, but an educator can easily develop a shorter lesson.

This guide assumes that students have basic knowledge of the Holocaust and World War II history. This curriculum should not be a student's first exposure to this period in history; the material is sophisticated and nuanced, and depends upon an awareness and understanding of the larger context in which Jewish partisans were functioning. Teachers should prepare both themselves and their classes for the discussion of excerpts from the film by becoming familiar with the resources on JPEF's website and the short films produced by JPEF on the enclosed Teaching with Defiance DVD.

For an educator and class not familiar with the Jewish partisans, specific resources that will be helpful are "Who Are the Jewish Partisans?" (page 2), the Tuvia Bielski mini-biography (www.jewishpartisans.org/tuviabbio) and at least one of the JPEF films—either on the above mentioned DVD, or the JPEF website (www.jewishpartisans.org/films).

When using this curriculum for the first time, JPEF recommends screening one of the JPEF introductory films on the Teaching with Defiance DVD that accompanies this curriculum, such as "Introduction to the Partisans". The questions in this curriculum assume the basic foundation that these introductory films provide, and draw on students' familiarity with the general context in which the Bielskis operated.

The educator can then delve into any one of the five units on History, Ethics, Leadership, Jewish Values, or Partisan Testimonials.

Ideally, the class should view the entire Defiance feature, which runs two hours and 17 minutes (two hours and 10 minutes without credits). However, while viewing the entire film will give students a richer, more contextualized understanding, the curriculum is designed to rely on the film excerpts on the enclosed Teaching with Defiance DVD. The Defiance film trailer is also recommended for students not viewing the entire film which is also on the Teaching with Defiance DVD.

Screening each excerpt before engaging in conversation is highly recommended, even if students have seen the entire film to refresh the students' memory on specifics from the scene under discussion. The excerpts from the film in each unit build on each other, allowing students to explore a particular area in-depth.

If an educator would like to screen the film outside of the classroom for a larger community or parent audience, an appropriate license must be acquired by the non-theatrical distributor, Swank. Many schools already have existing licenses with Swank. Please check with school administrative staff for details. Page 31 of this guide has Swank's contact information and details about using this film outside of the classroom.

The film is "R" rated for violence. In this curriculum, you will find the abbreviation "MC" (for "mature content") beside several excerpts, with a brief description of why the scene is so labeled. These excerpts have been included because they raise important ethical and moral dilemmas, and because these excerpts, in particular, best encourage conversation and exploration. The design of the curriculum allows educators to choose whether or not they will use these excerpts. It is possible to use this curriculum successfully without showing any of the "MC" excerpts.

Overall Lesson Objectives

- **HISTORY**: Become familiar with a basic understanding of Jewish partisans in general, and the Bielskis in particular, during World War II
- **ETHICS**: Engage in discussion about the complex ethical issues the Bielskis faced
- **LEADERSHIP**: Differentiate between leadership as a position and leadership as an activity
- **JEWISH VALUES**: Discover underlying Jewish values that may have informed the Bielski’s actions
- **PARTISAN TESTIMONIALS**: Explore primary sources and relate them to modern, historical, and personal issues
This curriculum comprises sixteen short excerpts from *Defiance* and five primary source testimonials from former Bielski partisans. Each pedagogic unit has four excerpts (five for the testimonials), with a minimum of fifteen minutes worth of discussion material. Each excerpt has its own lesson sheet in the Attachments section of this curriculum (pages 9 - 29), with context about the scene, a brief description of the scene and discussion questions. Where appropriate, supplementary texts with additional questions are included to add nuance and complexity to the discussion. Testimonials that complement specific excerpts are also pointed out.

The scene context is critically important. It helps set up the historical background necessary to understand the scene, and provides information about what has been happening in the film that precedes the section the students are about to watch. Teachers should ensure that students are familiar with the context before they engage with the questions.

Some of the scenes have supplementary texts attached to enhance the issues raised by the scene. Many of the texts included in this curriculum are from the Jewish tradition. Regardless of whether or not the Bielskis were familiar with these specific texts, the texts represent a body of literature, values, and traditions that formed Jewish culture during the Bielskis’ time. The values of a culture are transmitted not only through formal study and knowledge of specific texts, but in the ethos of that culture that permeated the society in which they lived.

**Pedagogic Methodologies**

After viewing each excerpt (preceded by reading the context), teachers can choose one of four pedagogic methodologies to engage students in discussion. A teacher can mix and match the methodologies, or choose to use one methodology throughout the lesson.

- **PAIRED LEARNING**: A traditional Jewish method of studying text (Hevruta), this is best to use for close text study. Pair the students up and assign two or more questions for each pair to discuss. One student reads the text out-loud; the other reads the questions. Both respond to the questions posed, and then can pose their own questions. Finally, the teacher facilitates a group discussion, asking each pair to share one insight they came up with during their discussion. This method is highly recommended for the Jewish Values unit.

- **DEBATE**: After screening the excerpt, split the students into groups of 3 - 5, depending on class size. Have them discuss and answer the questions related to the excerpt. Then select one question for the students to debate. Explain to the class that they are going to have a debate. Assign each small group one side of the question. For example, in Ethics Unit 1, some groups will argue Tuvia’s perspective, and other groups will argue Zus’s perspective. Each group will have 4 minutes to prepare their arguments. Next ask for two representatives (one from each side of the debate) to present their case, with rebuttals if time allows. Afterwards, encourage other students to chime in with their arguments. Decide as a class which side made the strongest argument. This methodology is recommended for the Ethics and Leadership units.

- **GROUP DISCUSSION**: Screen the excerpt. If there are supplementary texts, read them out-loud. Engage the students in a class discussion (or several small group discussions that report back to the class) using the questions as a guideline. Summarize the main points on the board. This method is best for the History and Partisan Testimonials units.

**JPEF Films**

The *Teaching with Defiance DVD* include nine short JPEF documentary films on the Jewish partisans, gathered from more than 40 original interviews with surviving partisans (see page 30 for film descriptions). These films can be used to introduce the students to the historical context of this curriculum. The JPEF website (www.jewishpartisans.org) has a wealth of additional material that the educator should explore before teaching this curriculum.
Setup

What You Will Need:

- DVD player and monitor
- Defiance Motion Picture DVD (if entire film is being shown)
- Teaching with Defiance DVD (the Defiance Motion Picture DVD and an online connection to www.jewishpartisans.org)
- Lesson sheet copies for each excerpt to be viewed (1 per student, from the Attachment Section, pages 9 - 29)

Procedure

This curriculum uses a “view and discuss” format. Each excerpt—the viewing and discussion—should take between 15 - 20 minutes, divided into 2 – 4 minutes of introduction, 3 – 5 minutes of viewing, and 10 – 20 minutes of discussion.

For the basic introduction to the Jewish partisans, and to the Bielskis in particular:

- **Show** the film “Introduction to the Partisans” on the Teaching with Defiance DVD (or online at www.jewishpartisans.org/films), if possible. If not, read-aloud “Who Are the Jewish Partisans?” on page 2 (students can take turns reading paragraphs).

- **Introduce** the film Defiance as a story about the Bielskis, who enacted the largest rescue of Jews by Jews during the Holocaust. The Bielskis saved 1,200 people by the end of the war, and killed hundreds of Germans and their collaborators. The film stars Daniel Craig and Liev Schreiber as the eldest two brothers, at odds with each other. Tuvia, played by Craig, wants to bring as many people into the forest as possible, while Zus, played by Schreiber, believes they should use their resources to fight the Germans instead.

- **Show** the film Defiance, if possible. If not, show the trailer for the film on the Teaching with Defiance DVD (or online at www.defiancemovie.com).

- **Explain** the focus of the class: History, Ethic, Leadership, Jewish Values, or Partisan Testimonials (primary sources). The class is an opportunity to learn more about the Bielskis and the Jewish partisans, and to explore the particular focus you have chosen.

Then follow the action points below for each Defiance excerpt to be used (important: choose and review Defiance excerpt to be used before class time):

- **Hand-out** attachments for this excerpt
- **Read-aloud** Scene Context (first section) from the attachment
- **Show** the excerpt on the Teaching with Defiance DVD (or use the provided Testimonial URL or start time from the Defiance DVD)
- **Engage** students in discussion using one of the three possible methods outlined in the “Guide” section: Paired Learning, Debate, or Group Discussion
- **Write** concepts and points from the discussion on the board
- **Summarize** the key thoughts that emerged in the discussion and emphasize the complexity of the issues raised

Repeat this procedure for each scene that you show. At the end of the class:

- **Summarize** the main points, focusing on the History, Ethics, Leadership, or Jewish Values issues that were addressed, depending on your class’s focus. Use the “Objectives” as a guide to inform your general summary.
Introduction to Units

History (pages 9-12)

This unit introduces students to basic information about the Jewish partisans, the Bielskis in particular, and larger partisan actions in general. It also explores the historical context in which they operated, to help students understand the issues raised by the film Defiance, and what makes the Bielski partisans’ story unique.

Tuvia Bielski is quoted as saying, “I would rather save one old Jewish woman than kill ten Germans.” Learning that such a choice was even available to the Bielskis and other Jews during the Holocaust can greatly change students’ perceptions of the Jewish experience throughout World War II.

The Bielskis successfully battled the Germans and rescued over 1,200 Jews, eventually building an island village in a swamp inside German-controlled territory. In order to do so, they had to overcome a wide range of obstacles in addition to the vastly better-equipped German army: antisemitism (both historical and Nazi-influenced); lack of resources such as food, shelter and weapons; even competition with other partisan units. Not to mention the dangers to Jews attempting to escape to the ghettos and other areas in the first place.

This unit examines how these and other factors influenced the Bielskis' choices and tactics. It also encourages students to complicate their thinking around historical events such as the invasion of Poland and the establishment of the ghettos.

More information is available through JPEF’s many short films—particularly “The Partisans Through the Eyes of the Soviet Newsreel” and “Antisemitism in the Partisans”—and accompanying study guides available at www.jewishpartisans.org/resist (see page 30 for more details).

History Objectives

• Become familiar with the role the partisans, and Jewish partisans in particular, played during the Holocaust

• Explore the relationship between Jewish and non-Jewish partisans

• Examine the role of antisemitism in the partisans

• Discuss the differences between the experience of Jews in the ghetto and those hiding in the forest

Ethics (pages 13-16)

The film Defiance portrays the difficult daily ethical challenges with which the brothers struggled in order to survive. It is important to remember that the Bielskis were living through a war, in fact two wars: the World War that was enveloping their country and the entire continent of Europe, and the German War Against the Jews, their unrelenting attempt to annihilate all Jews everywhere.

The Bielskis and those within the camp were on the front lines; their lives were in constant danger every day, they struggled for food on a regular basis, had the Germans and local populations after them, and lived through the murder of their families, loved ones, and the destruction of their lives as they knew it. They were involved in situations that normally may seem unethical, such as stealing, killing, and taking revenge, but which, at the time, were often necessary for their very survival—and ultimately for the 1,200 people they saved. War is a fact of life for millions of people in the world, and the issues the Bielskis faced, and that are illustrated here, are very similar to ones that people deal with every day.

The purpose of this unit is to view the film through an ethical lens, and allow students the opportunity to dissect the moral complexities that were at play for the Bielskis, and that are at play when difficult ethical decisions are made in wartime.

For more information, review the JPEF “Ethics of War” and “Teacher/Parent Guide to Defiance” curricula available at www.jewishpartisans.org/resist.

Ethics Objectives

• Explore the ethical tension between taking care of one’s own needs, and taking care of the needs of others

• Explore the ethical tensions between creating a partisan unit, whose purpose is to fight the Germans, and a camp that offers refuge to all who can escape into the forest

• Discuss the concept of revenge

• Debate the way in which ethics and basic interpersonal behavior change during war-time

• Become familiar with the notion of “group think” and the way it affects behavior
Leadership (pages 17-20)

This unit introduces students to a distinction between the notions of "leadership" and "authority". Leadership is defined as an action, not simply a static position, but the very act of leading. Anyone can exert leadership—a term that denotes the mobilization of a group of people to work together to achieve what is most productive and healthy for the group. "Authority" is defined as a position of power with a certain set of responsibilities—protecting the group, quelling conflict, maintaining norms, etc.

Tuvia Bielski did not set out to become a leader. Rather, extraordinary circumstances forced him into positions in which he discovered his own potential to lead. Tuvia was a complex man: cruel and tender, charismatic and profane, hotheaded and composed. But he was above all passionate and utterly determined. Members of the partisan group remember him as super-human, riding atop a white horse in their forest enclave. "He was sent by God to save Jews," said Rabbi Beryl Chafetz, who as a rabbinical student took refuge in the Bielski camp. "He wasn't a man, he was an angel," said Isaac Mendelson. This unit explores Tuvia's leadership as the head of the Bielski unit, and also explores ways in which other members of the unit helped exert leadership to maintain the health and safety of the group.

For additional information, review JPEF's "Finding Leadership" curriculum at www.jewishpartisans.org/resist.

Leadership Objectives

• Understand the difference between leadership as an activity and authority as a position
• Explore the complexities of leadership during the extenuating circumstances of war-time
• Discuss the differences between influence and leadership
• Explore the relationship between leadership and group dynamics

Jewish Values (pages 21-24)

The Bielskis were not religious Jews. In fact, as Defiance portrays, they never liked religious school, and felt alienated by the "mal-bushim," [roughly translated as the well dressed or the dress-ups] the Jews who lived in the cities, dressed in fancy clothing, and spent their time discussing ideas and religious texts. Despite this, they were informed by a set of values and morals that emerged from centuries of Jewish textual scholarship passed down to them not in study but in the entire context of the society in which they lived. Tuvia felt a deep connection to the sufferings of the Jewish people. These texts and values were part of the moral fabric that formed the Bielskis' culture, and played a role in their decision-making and ethical lives.

This unit introduces students to pivotal Jewish values, such as "choosing life," and the texts that inform them. The texts are culled from the Torah, the Five Books of Moses, from the Mishnah, the first written book of Jewish oral law, compiled by Rabbi Yehudah Hanasi around the year 200 C.E., and the Talmud, completed in the 5th century C.E., which is a compilation of the Rabbi's questions and answers about the Mishnah. Other materials—ethical statements, stories of the rabbis' daily lives, fantastic tales, speculations on the after-life, and even dream interpretation found their way into these texts as well.

Jewish Values Objectives

• Introduce texts and ideas that may have informed the Bielski's value system
• Explore the complex Jewish notion of "chosenness"
• Become familiar with the Passover story, and its resonance for the Jewish partisans
• Discuss the value of optimism and hope in a time of darkness

Partisan Testimonials (pages 25-30)

This unit allows students to explore primary and secondary sources through video interviews with and mini-biographies of former Bielski partisans, including the only Bielski brother still alive as of 2009. The testimonials can be used by themselves, or in conjunction with excerpts from the film (specific recommendations are included for two excerpts from each of the other four units).

Each lesson sheet includes a brief biography with interview context and a transcript of the testimonial (it is recommended that students read the transcript after viewing each testimonial to ensure comprehension). Several general questions follow, supplemented by three in-depth questions geared for use with Social Studies, English, and Judaic Studies classes.
History: Excerpt 1

Opening: Germans Come / Hiding in the Forest (2:11)
Defiance DVD Start 0:00:24
MC: Violence

Scene Context
During World War II, the majority of European Jews were deceived by a monstrous and meticulous disinformation campaign. The Nazis detained millions of Jews and forced them into camps, primarily under the pretense that they were going to work. In reality, many of these so-called “work camps” were actually death camps, where men, women, and children were systematically murdered.

Yet approximately 20,000 to 30,000 Jews, many of whom were teenagers, escaped the Nazis to form or join organized resistance groups. These Jews are known as Jewish partisans, and they joined hundreds of thousands of non-Jewish partisans fighting against the enemy throughout much of Europe.

When the Germans broke the non-aggression pact with the Russians in 1941 and arrived near the town of Novogrodek in Eastern Poland (now Belarus), the three oldest brothers from the Bielski family of twelve, Tuvia, Zus, and Asael, were 35, 33, and 29. In the first months of the occupation, Bielski family members avoided the German onslaught against the Jewish population, but by December 1941 the invaders had captured and killed the brothers’ parents and two of their younger siblings. Thousands of other Jews from the region were either killed by the Germans and their collaborators, or forced to live in the nearest ghetto. Tuvia, Zus, Asael and the youngest brother, Aron sought refuge in the woods they knew since childhood.

Scene Description
This scene, which opens the movie, shows actual historical footage, filmed by the Germans, of Jews being rounded up and killed. This is blended with footage from the film, fading from black and white to color. As people are killed and taken away, the camera moves to the forest outside of the town where we see Zus and Asael watching from the safety of the trees.

Questions for Scene

Suggested Technique: Discussion

• As mentioned above, the black and white footage at the beginning of this scene was actually filmed by the Germans. Why do you think they filmed these disturbing scenes?

• Contrast the opening black and white footage in this scene with the short film “Introduction to the Partisans” from the Teaching with Defiance DVD (also online at www.jewishpartisans.org/films). In what ways are the two film selections different? Does hearing the story of the Jewish partisans change your view of Jews during the Holocaust? Why?

• Why do you think the Bielski brothers hide in the woods? What does the forest offer them? What does the forest lack that they may need?

• Discuss what you know about the German occupation of Eastern Europe. Did watching this scene bring up any new questions or thoughts for you?

• What factors or circumstances might have made it possible for some Jews to escape the Nazis as the Bielski brothers did? What factors might have prevented many other Jews from escaping?
Meeting the Russian Partisans (2:25)

Defiance DVD Start 0:49:13

Scene Context

Jewish partisans blew up thousands of German supply trains, convoys, and bridges, making it harder for the Germans to fight the war. Partisans also destroyed German power plants and factories, focusing their attention on military and strategic targets, not on civilians.

Jewish partisans often allied with non-Jewish partisan units. In the area where the Bielskis were, it was impossible to survive in the forest without finding a way to work together with these extremely powerful fighters who literally controlled the forests and numbered in the hundreds of thousands. Most Jews joined non-Jewish groups, and many had to hide their identity because of fierce antisemitism. All-Jewish groups like the Bielskis were rare.

The Bielskis’ unit was different from other partisan units in that it was composed not only of fighters, but also of women, children, and the elderly. Most other partisan units would not allow women, children, or the elderly, as these units were focused exclusively on combat and sabotage, and admitted only those whom they felt could carry out those dangerous missions. Thus the Bielskis had a double barrier to overcome in order to be accepted as legitimate fighters—antisemitism, and the perception by other partisans that their group was weak, that Jews would not fight.

In order to stay in the forest and share their meager food supplies with the Russian partisans, the Bielski partisans made themselves indispensable to the Russian units. The Bielskis supplied them with tailors, locksmiths, bakers, shoemakers and other much needed artisans—services which the Russian partisans did not otherwise have access to. Note: “Russian” partisan units were not just ethnic Russians, but various ethnicities from the Soviet eastern bloc states.

It is important to note that communists championed the cause of socialism above all else. Their ideal was a society of equal proletarian workers. Officially, antisemitism was forbidden in the Soviet Union, but Jews faced “unofficial” antisemitism even in this system. Jews were constantly blacklisted by the regime for suspicious “anti-communist” behavior, and Jewish leaders in the higher echelons of the communist leadership hit a “glass ceiling”, above which they could not rise.

Questions for Scene

Suggested Technique: Discussion

• What were the similarities between the goals of the Bielskis and those of the Russian partisans? What were the differences in their goals?

• How is Pachenko’s camp different from the Bielski camp? How is it similar?

• Compare and contrast the partisans to a national army. Make a list of their similarities and differences in these three categories: location, resources, and ideology.

• When the Russian commander learns about the Bielski unit, he claims, “But Jews don’t fight!” Tuvia responds, “These Jews fight.” The stereotype of Jews was that they were bookish scholars, rather than fighters. How were the Bielskis different from the stereotype of Jews at the time? How could this particular stereotype be dangerous to Jews? How could it have become a self-fulfilling prophecy?

• Have you ever been stereotyped? How did you react? Were you successful in changing the perception that others had of you based on the stereotype? How?

Recommended Testimonial / Resources

• Partisan Testimonial A: Aron Bell – Thwarting the Nazi Effort (p. 25)

Scene Description

Tuvia and Zus meet the Russian partisans, and Tuvia convinces their leader Victor Pachenko to allow some of the Bielski fighters to join the Russian unit’s forces.
Antisemitism in the Russian Partisans (2:16)
Defiance DVD Start 1:27:13
MC: Language

Scene Context
During the Middle Ages, Jews were accused of being Christ-killers, child murderers, well-poisoners, devil’s helpers, or devils themselves. Reviled and disdained, Jews were confined to ghettos and forced to wear specially marked clothes long before the Nazis came to power in Germany. Jews had even been excluded from certain professions and expelled from the countries simply for being Jewish. In Russia, throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, pogroms (mob violence against Jews) were responsible for hundreds of thousands of Jews being killed.

Despite this history, the antisemitism introduced by the Nazis was radically different. In Nazi antisemitism, being Jewish was considered a genetic defect, rather than simply a set of beliefs or practices. This allowed no possible escape for Jews. Hitler and many of his followers considered Jews subhuman, and their destruction was not only desirable, but necessary for the health of the German nation. These beliefs and attitudes spread beyond Germany to other German-occupied countries where antisemitic information and laws were propagated. German propaganda validated the anti-Jewish sentiments of many Europeans, and encouraged them toward antisemitic activities.

Many villages harbored Nazi sympathizers and were fiercely antisemitic. Turning in a Jew to the Germans could earn a villager a bag of sugar or a bottle of vodka. Some collaborators hated Jews so much they did not bother to collect their bonuses, shooting them on sight. In some partisan units, Jewish partisans had to hide their Jewish identity from their fellow partisans, even though they shared a common enemy, the Germans.

Prior to this scene, Zus leaves his unit, accompanied by some of the group’s best fighters, after an argument with Tuvia, and finds that life with the Russian partisans is more challenging than he expected.

Scene Description
Zus tries to defend a friend who was beaten up by a Russian partisan because he was a Jew.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Discussion

• How could antisemitism affect the Soviet partisan group’s ability to fight the Germans?

• Though antisemitism was officially “a violation of party discipline”, such violations were rarely punished. In fact, Soviet policy was often highly antisemitic. How do you think this contradiction affected the Russian soldiers and the decisions they made? What contradictions between stated and actual policy do you see in the world today? What do you think individuals can do about them?

• What was Zus putting at risk when he stood up for his friend? What would he have risked by saying nothing?

• What does Zus’s choice tell you about his hierarchy of values? Make a list of three values that Zus probably held, based on his actions in this scene. Rank them in order of most important to least important.

• Have you ever stood up for a friend who was in trouble? Have you ever risked something that was important to you for something else that was even more important to you? Share a story with the class.

Recommended Testimonial / Resources

• Partisan Testimonial E: Rae Kushner - Being Hungry During Rosh HaShanah (p. 29)

• For more information on antisemitism in the partisans, see JPEF’s “Antisemitism in the Partisans” study guide and the JPEF short film of the same title. More details on page 30.
History: Excerpt 4

Rescuing Jews from the Ghetto (2:14)
Defiance DVD Start 0:58:03

Scene Context

Jewish partisans not only sheltered escapees from ghettos, some even covertly entered ghettos to smuggle food in and other Jews out. For this reason, some Jewish partisan groups tried to camp near the towns from which their members had escaped. "That was the original idea of running away from the ghetto," said Sam Lato of Belarus. "[The intention was to] join a Jewish partisan group, and then get out Jews from the ghetto." At the very least, it was important to be close by, Lato said, so that people who managed to slip out of the ghetto "had a place to run." (For more information about Sam Lato, go to www.jewishpartisans.org/samlbio)

The Bielskis did the same. As the torture and murder of Jews increased in the Novogrodek ghetto, and in others, Tuvia decided to expand his group to save more lives. Emissaries were sent into the ghettos to rescue Jews or urge them to escape; despite the dangers, many were eager to risk flight.

However, many Jews were reluctant to leave the ghetto for a variety of reasons. The Nazis had a policy of "collective responsibility" in the ghettos: if one ghetto member escaped, many others would be killed as punishment. Moreover, the administrative bodies that served as a liaison between the Nazis and the ghetto Jews, called the Judenrat, faced an impossible dilemma. They were used by the Germans as a means of controlling the ghetto and tried to alleviate the plight of the captive Jews. They attempted to enforce Nazi rule with the hope that it might save Jewish lives. Though they were members of the Jewish community, the Judenrat tried to prevent Jews from escaping from the ghetto, because they would be held accountable and killed if the Nazis discovered the escape.

Scene Description

Tuvia and Assael sneak into the ghetto to rescue a group of Jews who are willing to risk the escape from the ghetto and life in the forest.

Questions for Scene

Suggested Technique: Discussion

- What personal decisions did Jews have to weigh when deciding between staying in the ghetto or risking flight to join the partisans? What communal decisions did they have to weigh?
- The spokesman for the Jews in the ghetto claimed that the Russians were as bad as the Germans, reminding Tuvia that he had not lived through the pogroms (mob violence against Jews). How does the spokesman's historical perspective influence his decision-making? How does Tuvia's lack of this perspective enable him to make the decisions he made?
- To prevent their resistance, the Germans mislead and manipulated the Jews in a variety of ways. The spokesman for the Jews says the Germans won't kill the Jews because they need them to work, a lie the Germans made sure the Jews believed. Explain other ways the Germans deterred the Jews from escaping.
- The spokesman for the Jews responds to Tuvia's invitation to join the Bielskis in the forest by asking, "Can you tell me, with absolute certainty, that we are not just as likely to die out there with you in the woods with winter coming on?" What advantages did the ghetto have over the forest?
- At the end of this scene, the Rabbi says that the Jews of the ghetto are, "waiting for God." How is his perspective different from Tuvia's? What philosophies does each man represent?
- "Compared to the ghettos, [life in the forest] felt like heaven," said Charles Bedzow, a Bielski partisan. "In the woods, we were free. That's all I can tell you. We had freedom." Based on this quote, how would you define the term "freedom"? Do you think that the partisans actually were "free"? Why or why not?

Recommended Testimonial / Resources

- Partisan Testimonial: Rae Kushner - Being Hungry During Rosh HaShanah (p. 29). Rae is also featured in JPEF's film "A Partisan Returns" (more information below).
- For more information about the daring escape of 250 people through a tunnel from the Novogrodek ghetto, after which many escapees joined the Bielskis, view "A Partisan Returns: The Legacy of Two Sisters". See page 30 for details.
**Ethics: Excerpt 1**

“They’re Family” (1:24)
*Defiance DVD Start 0:19:32*

Scene Context:

Given the complex demands facing the partisans, it was necessary to prioritize. While personal survival might seem the obvious top priority, in fact, Jewish partisans constantly put their own lives in jeopardy to save other Jews and fight the enemy. Their situation created a dilemma: should Jews play it as safe as possible—in reality they were never safe—and stay out of harm’s way in order survive and ensure the future of the Jewish people, or should they fight the enemy, even at the cost of more Jewish lives?

Originally, the Bielski brothers hid together. Slowly, though, they realized that other Jews were hiding in the forest. These people needed food, shelter, and protection.

Asael, Zus, and Tuvia often argued about the best way to survive: bringing as many Jews as possible to their camp, including those who could not fight, or using their finite resources to fight the Germans. Asael and Zus initially opposed Tuvia’s plan to bring more people into their unit, thinking that it was best to keep the unit small and manageable. “Asael and Zus would never have had the old people and women,” recalled a younger Bielski brother, Aron, who was 12 at the time, and who survived the war in the Bielski unit. “They would have their wives and girlfriends, but no way in hell would they have chosen to take all those people.” But Tuvia insisted.

Scene Description:

Zus and Tuvia argue about allowing more people into their group. Tuvia promises Zus not to take on any more people, and then comes back with a new group of refugees because, “they are family.”

In their argument, both Zus and Tuvia want to save lives. Zus argues that they risk their own lives if they bring other people into the group, as there are not enough resources. Tuvia claims that they will be able to protect both themselves and others. Is Tuvia reckless in risking the safety of his own family to bring others in? Is Zus selfish for not wanting others to join them?

Text

There is a famous Jewish aphorism that appears in the Ethics of the Fathers* 1:14, and which states:

*If I am not for myself, who will be for me? But if I am only for myself, what am I? And if not now—when?*

Questions for Text

- Rewrite this text in your own words. Feel free to change the text as much as you need in order to understand it more clearly.

- How does the third part of the text—“If not now, when?”—relate to the first two?

- If you could assign Tuvia and Zus a part of the text above that paraphrased their values, what would you assign them and why? How did their differing prioritization of values manifest itself in this scene?

- Did you ever have a clash of values with someone in your family? Share an example with the class.

Recommended Testimonial / Resources

- For more about the Bielski brothers’ conflict, see Partisan Testimonial B: Aron Bell – Saving Jewish Lives (p. 26)

*The Ethics of the Fathers is a compilation of the ethical teachings and maxims of Rabbis—Jewish scholars—who lived between 70 – 200 CE*
Tuvia’s Revenge (3:06)
Defiance DVD Start 0:16:29
MC: Violence

Scene Context
Tuvia, Asael, and Zus Bielski were three of 12 children born to a miller and his wife in the village of Stankevich, near Navogrodek, Poland (present day Belarus). They were the only Jews in a small community, but they quickly learned how to look after themselves. Unlike their father, who had a conciliatory nature, the three brothers wouldn’t hesitate to defend their family’s honor. Their reputation was fearsome: it was rumored that Asael and Zus had murdered a man, Zus was the brash one. He would throw punches first and ask questions later. His parents, it seemed, were always negotiating with the police to keep him out of jail. During the war, the Bielskis sought out and executed Nazi collaborators, including a man in the Bielskis’ boyhood village who was once close to the family. The brothers knew that their group must be feared to survive in such a hostile environment. Prior to this scene, Tuvia learns that the man he is about to visit has killed his parents and murdered several other Jews, and has even bragged about it. In fact, he is employed by the Germans to continue to hunt and kill Jews.

Scene Description
Tuvia enters the home of the man who has killed his parents and many other Jews. Tuvia confronts the man, and kills him and his two sons. He comes back to camp where Zus asks him how it felt.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Debate

• The director of Defiance chooses to begin this scene when the police captain is at home, having dinner with his family, in order to humanize him. The scene begins with his wife asking him not to work so hard. How would you have felt about the police captain and his family if this brief view of their lives was missing?

• The sons draw their weapons on Tuvia first. Does this fact increase Tuvia’s justification for killing them and the police captain? If that detail had been omitted from this scene, would it change the ethical implications of Tuvia’s action?

• Why do you think Tuvia refuses to kill the policeman’s wife even though she begs to die?

• How does Tuvia respond to what he has done? Did his response surprise you? Why?

• Another Jewish partisan, Simon Trakinski, says about his experiences during the War, “Evil will only recognize a stronger evil.” Do you agree or disagree with Simon’s statement? Explain. For more information about Simon go to www.jewishpartisans.org/simonthio.

Text
Mahatma Gandhi was the pre-eminent political and spiritual leader of the Indian independence movement. He lived from 1869 to 1948, and pioneered the notion of resistance to tyranny through mass civil disobedience, firmly founded upon a policy of non-violence—which led India to independence and inspired movements for civil rights and freedom across the world. He said:

“I object to violence because when it appears to do good, the good is only temporary; the evil it does is permanent.”

Questions for Text

• Do you agree with Gandhi’s statement? Why or why not?

• What “good” do you think was done by Tuvia’s act of revenge? What “evil” was done?

• How does the context in which the Bielskis were operating complicate the relevance of Gandhi’s statement in their case? Should ethics be the same during wartime and peacetime?

• Should the same ethical standards apply to an enemy who recognizes the common humanity of both sides as with an enemy who does not?

• Gandhi conceded many times throughout his life that “war may have to be resorted to as a necessary evil.” Do you think that unarmed resistance is even an option during genocide? Do you think that Tuvia’s act was “necessary”? Why or why not?
Ethics: Excerpt 3

The Milkman (3:51)
Defiance DVD Start 0:39:26

Scene Context
Of all the challenges faced by commanders of partisan units, perhaps the greatest was feeding their groups. Finding food depended on many factors: the proximity of friendly locals, the geography and nature of the country, and the size of the partisan unit. In areas free from direct German rule, and despite wartime shortages, anti-German townspeople and farmers could be relied upon to supply partisans with food and other necessities. In areas under German control or with pro-Nazi farmers, the search for food could end in death. Regardless of the sympathies of the locals, all locals had to supply the Germans with food and supplies or suffer harsh consequences. Usually, this was based on quotas that the locals had to fill regularly.

Jews faced an additional problem, many farmers who were anti-German were also antisemitic and thus unwilling to help Jews.

In the forests, the partisans lived under harsh conditions, and without the locals who gave them food and information, they would not have survived the war. Jewish partisans had a particularly difficult time because of the antisemitism that was rampant amongst the local population. Jews sometimes had to use force to get supplies, information, and food from locals. The Jewish partisans begged, borrowed, and stole when necessary to attain what they needed in order to survive. “The friendly Polish peasant provided food for us – and the unfriendly Polish peasant provided food for us as well,” recalled former Bielski partisan Mira Shelub.

Prior to this scene, the Bielski unit is starving and miserable. The Bielskis decide on a system of taking food from local farmers so that they do not take too often from the same people, and take only from those who have food to spare. They agree that they will not kill the peasants, who may be innocent; nor will they take all of their food.

Scene Description
Zus and Asael are on a food mission, and encounter a Russian peasant on his way to make a delivery to the Germans; they spare the man’s life, and take half his milk.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Debate
• We do not know if the Russian peasant was willingly bringing food to the Germans or not. Does it matter if he was coerced by threats to his family?
• Is it possible to be both innocent and a collaborator? If so, how? Do you think this possibility should have affected how the partisans treated the milkman? Name another example of an “innocent collaborator”.

Questions for Text
• Do you think that the brothers should have killed the milkman? Why or why not? Do you think they should have let him live and taken all of his milk? Why or why not?
• Later in the film, the milkman leads a group of Russian policemen to the Bielski’s camp. Does his action change how you feel about the brothers’ sparing his life?

Text
Thomas Jefferson, the third president of the United States, said:

“A strict observance of the written laws is doubtless one of the high virtues of a good citizen, but it is not the highest. The laws of necessity, of self-preservation, of saving our country when in danger, are of higher obligation.”

Questions for Text
• Rewrite this statement in your own words.
• How did you define the term “written law”? What is positive about observing this kind of law? What is potentially harmful about it?
• How did you define the term “law of necessity”? What is positive about observing this kind of law? What is potentially harmful about it?
• Do you agree with Jefferson’s statement? Why or why not?
• What was “in danger” for the Bielskis? Do you believe that because of this danger, they had a “higher obligation” which changed their ethical framework?

Recommended Testimonial / Resources
• Partisan Testimonial E: Rae Kushner – Being Hungry During Rosh HaShanah (p. 29)
• For more on the partisans’ food challenges, view the JPEF short film, “Living and Surviving in the Partisans: Food” and accompanying study guide. See page 30 for details.
The Messenger (2:31)
Defiance DVD Start 1:40:05
MC: Violence

Scene Context
The Bielski group often debated acts of vengeance, or revenge. Should the Bielskis ruthlessly kill others inspired by feelings of revenge? Tuvia’s mantra was, “We will not become like them.” Zus, his brother, says, “But we can kill like them.” This difference in ideologies is evident throughout the whole film, and is epitomized by this scene.

In this scene, the Bielski unit captures a German messenger who has valuable information about an upcoming raid on the partisans. The messenger is a young, powerless underling, not an officer or a member of the SS, and not likely to have been directly responsible for the killings of Jews. There were many Germans who were drafted to fight, who were not members of the Nazi party.

While Tuvia and Asael are looking over the information, some members of the group surround the messenger, and, in an emotional frenzy, begin beating him, crying for “justice.”

Scene Description
Members of the Bielski unit capture a German messenger and kill him.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Debate
• Do you think what the group did to the messenger was justified? Was this justice or vengeance? What is the difference? Explain.

• What motivated the mob to act as they did? Make a list of the many emotions they may have been feeling, and the circumstances that contributed to those emotions. Discuss the various ways in which emotions can influence actions. Do you think this act achieved any purpose for the group? What?

• Why do you think Tuvia chose not to intervene in this situation? Do you agree or disagree with his decision? Explain.

• Think about a time when you wanted justice or revenge. What principles or guidelines (if any) did you use to decide how to act? Based on your experience, are there other principles / guidelines that might support you in future situations?

Text
Irving Janis, a 20th century research psychologist famous for his theory “Groupthink,” about the characteristics of group behavior, wrote in his book Victims of Groupthink that one of the eight characteristics of “groupthink” is: “An unquestioned belief in the group’s inherent morality, inclining the members to ignore the ethical or moral consequences of their decisions.”

Another characteristic of “groupthink” described by Janis is: “An illusion of invulnerability, shared by most or all the members, which creates excessive optimism and encourages taking extreme risks.”

Questions for Text
• What role does “groupthink” play in the scene with the German messenger?

• How do you think that “groupthink” may have helped the Bielskis and the partisans? How could it have hindered them?

Recommended Testimonial / Resources
• Partisan Testimonial: Rae Kushner – Being Hungry During Rosh HaShanah (p. 29)

• For more on this scene, and to hear from co-writer/co-producer Clayton Frohman on the ethical dilemmas the filmmakers grappled with while filming this scene, see page 5 of JPEF’s Teacher/Parent Guide on Ethics for the Motion Picture Defiance, downloadable from www.jewishpartisans.org/resist
Leadership: Excerpt 1

Every Day is an Act of Faith (3:06)
Defiance DVD Start 0:32:21

Scene Context
The Bielski brothers have been joined by some of their family members, and other Jews hiding in the forest. They number a few dozen. They are all hungry, exhausted, and traumatized by recent events. They have no plan or direction.

Prior to this scene, Tuvia, Zus, Asael (pronounced “uh-SOY-el” in this scene), and others attacked a convoy of Nazis instead of foraging for food. They were unprepared for the Germans’ counter-attack, and lost all of their supplies. Asael is missing, and they do not know if he is alive or dead. They return to their camp depressed, wounded, and hungry.

The rest of the group is upset to learn that they have no food, and distraught after a newcomer announces that family members in the town of Vilna are probably dead. This is one of the lowest points in the film. People are arguing and crying, and in the chaos Tuvia realizes that if they do not create a plan for food and security, they will not survive. He steps up to the task, telling the group: “We might be hunted like animals, but we will not become animals.” He decides that they will take only from those who have food to spare, and inspires the group to join him, saying, “If we die while trying to live, at least we die like human beings.”

Scene Description
The group has lost all hope, and has no direction. Tuvia assumes leadership, instills courage and hope in the group, and proposes a plan for the group’s survival.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Discussion or Debate

• Tuvia tells the group: “Our revenge is to live,” and claims: “We may be hunted like animals, but we will not become animals.” How do these statements create a framework and direction for the group? Define three activities that a partisan group committed to “living” and “not becoming animals” might engage in.

• What do you think the group needs in order to continue successfully? Make a list of all the group’s NEEDS in this scene.

• Often we think about leadership as a position—the person in charge is the “leader.” Consider the idea that leadership is an action or a series of actions. Make a list of all of Tuvia’s ACTIONS in this scene. Think about the actions that lie behind the words. For example—calming the group down, inspiring the group, etc.

• Compare your list of the group’s needs with your list of Tuvia’s actions. Does he provide them with what they need? How?

• Tuvia tells the group: “We have all chosen this—to live here free, as human beings, for as long as we can.” Why do you think he reminds the group of this? To what extent does Tuvia place the responsibility of the success of the Bielski unit on the people who compose that unit? What does that teach you about the responsibilities of a leader?

• Have you ever been in a situation where a group of people did not know what to do? What did it feel like? How did people act? Did anyone exert leadership? What did they do and what were the results?

Text
In his book “Leadership Without Easy Answers,” Ronald Heifetz, a trained psychiatrist and musician, who is currently the director of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government’s Center for Public Leadership writes:

“The task of leadership consists of choreographing and directing learning processes in an organization or community. Progress often demands new ideas and innovation. As well, it also demands changes in people’s attitudes and behaviors.”

Questions for Text
Suggested Technique: Group Discussion

• Why do you think Heifetz uses the terms “choreographing” and “directing” to describe the work of leadership? Make a list of the associations you have with those words. How do those associations enhance your understanding of what leadership demands? Given this definition of leadership, do you think that Tuvia acted as a leader in this scene? Explain.

• What did Tuvia do and say that was new in the Bielski partisan unit? What innovations did he introduce, and how did those innovations influence the group?

• Was Tuvia successful in changing the group’s attitude? Was he successful in changing the group’s behavior? How?

• How do you think Aron’s comment—the first words he had spoken since his parents died at the beginning of the film—about the fact that Asael, the third brother, was missing, influenced what Tuvia said to the group? Was Aron teaching anything to Tuvia? How might Aron’s comment have changed Tuvia’s attitude? What does this teach you about the nature of leadership?
Tuvia Exerts His Authority (3:14)
Defiance DVD Start 1:29:34
MC: Violence

Scene Context
In order for the Bielski unit to survive, all of its members, including women, children, and the elderly, work. Every individual does what he or she is capable of—sewing and repairing clothes for the Russian unit, preparing and serving food, repairing weapons, building and caring for the camp. Those who could fight joined the Russian partisans on dangerous missions to attack their enemies; they were also in charge of going on food missions. Tuvia had established a definite set of rules, which kept the unit functioning. These rules were, in essence, the “government law” of the Bielski unit, and he, as the one who established the laws, had the greatest authority to enforce them. These laws included one which stated that everyone in the unit, no matter what their job, received the same amount of food. This was important for the emotional and social health of the unit; everybody felt needed, appreciated, and, therefore, gave their utmost to support the unit.

Previous to this scene, Tuvia comes down with a severe case of tuberculosis. He is sick and weak, and absent during critical moments. One of the partisan fighters, Arkady, has been bullying the women, trying to get more food for the fighters and those who go on the food missions because he insists that “those who risk their lives for the group” should get more food. Tuvia has intervened, reminding him that the rule is that everyone in the unit, no matter what their job, received the same amount of food. Tuvia has intervened, reminding him that the rule is that everyone gets the same ration.

This scene is not the first time Arkady has stirred up trouble in the camp and challenged Tuvia’s authority. He is a bully, and a possible threat not just to Tuvia, but to the camp as a whole.

Scene Description
Arkady has beaten up Asael, and his gang has taken all the food; Tuvia shoots him and re-establishes his power.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Discussion or Debate

• Do you think Arkady was wrong to want more food for the fighters? What was the basis of his claims and what were the values behind Tuvia’s counter-claim for equality of distribution?

• In your opinion, did Tuvia act like a leader in this scene? In what ways did he act—or fail to act—like a leader?

• Describe a scenario that might have taken place in the group if Tuvia had allowed Arkady to take over as leader.

• Describe a scenario that might have taken place if Tuvia had used a different way to oppose Arkady (other than killing him).

Text
According to Ronald Heifetz, in his book Leadership Without Easy Answers, there is a difference between “leadership” and “authority.” Leadership is an action that anyone can take, no matter what their position in the group, to help the group define and achieve its mission successfully. When individuals come together to form groups, they look towards one figure to stand at the helm, to provide direction and protection, and to ensure the group’s functionality and order. “Authority” is this position in the group.

The authority figure is responsible for the following aspects of group life:

• Orientation: Clarifies the roles of the members of a group, and maintains organizational structures of accountability

• Direction: Helps provide the group with direction

• Protection: Protects the group from the external environment, managing the boundary between it and the outside world

• Maintaining Norms: Sustains the group, suppressing deviance, providing solutions to problems that arise, and bolstering its norms

• Quelling Conflict: Diminishes chaos in the group, and works to keep the group at the lowest possible level of tension

Questions for Text

• Based on Heifetz’s definition of an “authority figure,” write a job description for Tuvia. What is he responsible for as the “commander” of the Bielski unit?

• Based on this definition, and the scene you just saw, was Tuvia “fulfilling” his job description when he killed Arkady? Explain. Would there have been any other way for him to “do his job”? Discuss.

• Do you think Tuvia would have acted differently if he had not been sick? Might he have acted differently if it had not been the dead of winter? How did the myriad of external circumstances influence the way in which Tuvia exerted his authority? Do the circumstances affect the way you think about Tuvia’s actions in this scene?

Recommended Testimonial / Resources

• Partisan Testimonial D: Mira Shelub - A Sleeping Partisan is Punished (p. 28)

• For more lessons and information on leadership and authority, download “Finding Leadership” at www.jewishpartisans.org/resist
A Baby is Born (1:27)
Defiance DVD Start 1:37:34

Scene Context
Women played a variety of roles in both Jewish and non-Jewish groups, but primarily their partisan activities were extensions of their traditional caretaker roles in 1930’s European society. They were responsible for feeding their entire unit, nursing the wounded and the sick, setting up and breaking down camp, doing the laundry, and cleaning and carrying weapons—vital duties that ensured a camp’s survival, safety, and ability to function.

Women made up 30 to 40 percent of the Bielski population—a significantly higher percentage than most non-Jewish units, which averaged less than 10 percent women. An estimated 60 percent of the adults in the Bielski partisan group lived as couples, and some of the relationships, like Tuvia’s marriage to Lilka, lasted a lifetime.

Prior to this scene, Tuvia established a very clear order that it was forbidden to become pregnant and give birth to children; the unit simply could not accommodate the needs of an infant. Lilka, Tuvia’s girlfriend, learns that her friend was raped by a German and is pregnant, and she helps her friend hide the pregnancy and have the baby. Tuvia hears the baby crying and finds out what has happened.

Scene Description
Lilka convinces Tuvia that the baby, born against his explicit orders, should live.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Discussion or Debate

• If Tuvia had decided to enforce the rule that pregnancies were forbidden, what do you think he would have done to the mother and baby? Do you ever think it is effective for a leader to break his own rules?

• Do you think that Lilka exerts leadership in this scene? Why or why not? Explore her use of language. How did she build an argument? How did she ultimately convince Tuvia?

• To what extent do you think Lilka manipulated her beauty, and her relationship with Tuvia, to convince him to change his explicit order against babies being born in the unit? What is the difference between “influence” and “leadership?” Can the two be differentiated when husband and wife disagree?

• Do you agree with Tuvia’s decision to let the baby live? What conflicting messages did it send to the camp? What was the underlying value that it reinforced?

Text
The following text is a commentary on one of the Jewish stories of humankind’s creation. It addresses the question of why, in this story, the first human was created alone. The reason it provides is that each human being is unique—his or her own world—and that each life must be preserved and protected, and treated with as much love and care as if it were an entire world full of human beings.

Man was created alone to teach that anyone who destroys one life is regarded as if he or she had destroyed an entire world, and anyone who saves one life is regarded as if he or she had saved an entire world.
—Mishnah Sanhedrin, Chapter 4, Mishnah 5*

Questions for Text

• Do you agree with this quote? Why or why not?

• What do you think the author of this text meant by the terms “destroy” and “save?” In this scene, Tuvia agrees to let the baby stay with the camp. Which worlds, other than the baby’s, might have been destroyed had Tuvia decided otherwise? How? Draw a map of people the baby might have been connected to. How did Tuvia’s decision “save” lives?

• Tuvia Bielski once said: “I would rather save one old Jewish woman than kill 10 Nazi soldiers.” What does this text teach you about the values system that influenced his thinking and decision-making?

Recommended Testimonial / Resources

• Partisan Testimonial: Mira Shelub - Struggling to Survive (p. 27)

• For more on women in the partisans, view the JPEF short film, “Every Day the Impossible: Jewish Women in the Partisans” and accompanying study guide. See page 30 for details.

*The Mishnah is a seminal Jewish text that reflects debates on Jewish law, ethics, and philosophy, which took place between 70–200 CE by a group of rabbinc sages. It was put into writing by Rabbi Judah the Prince around 200 C.E., because the Jews were afraid that their oral tradition would be forgotten if it were not recorded.
Asael’s Moment (2:48)
Defiance DVD Start 1:52:28

Scene Context

The Germans are launching a targeted attack on the partisans and the forests. The Bielski partisans have been packing up their camp, but the attack begins before they are ready to leave. The Germans drop bombs and then send in troops. The Jewish partisans run for their lives, taking whatever they can on their backs, leaving some fighters behind to delay the advancing troops. The Germans quickly defeat the fighters sent to delay them. The unit is stopped in its tracks when it faces a large wetland. With the Germans at their heels, and the river in front of them, they are terrified, and do not know what to do.

Tuvia had been slightly wounded during the initial attack, when a bomb exploded next to him. He is dazed and suffering from loss of hearing. He fears that all those who stayed behind to fight had been killed, including Asael, and feels responsible for those deaths, and unable to make a decision.

Scene Description

Tuvia is wounded and confused. Asael steps up and mobilizes the group to cross the water.

Questions for Scene

Suggested Technique: Discussion or Debate

• Why did the group need leadership at this moment? What specifically did the group need to hear from its leader?
• How does Asael convince the group to cross the water? What does he say, and what does he do, to mobilize the group into action?
• Why do you think Asael is able to provide the leadership that Tuvia cannot? Make a list of the leadership qualities Asael displays.
• Think of a time when you stepped into—or out of—leadership. What inspired you to take action?
• Contrast how Asael takes leadership in this scene with how Arkady did in Leadership: Excerpt 2 (page 18). What makes for effective and ineffective leadership? How can you constructively take or support leadership in your classroom/peer group/family?

Text

In his book, Leadership Without Easy Answers, Ronald Heifetz writes:

“The practice of leadership requires, perhaps first and foremost, a sense of purpose—the capacity to find the values that make risk-taking meaningful.”

Questions for Text

• The word purpose comes from the Indo-European word for “fire.” In this scene, Asael helped to ignite the purpose of the Bielski unit. What values did Asael articulate that allowed the group to take the risk of forging ahead into the river?
• What does this scene teach you about the challenges and opportunities of exerting leadership in a group when you are not the authority figure?
• Have you ever been in a situation in which the head of a group has not known what to do? How did the group react? How did you react?

Recommended Testimonial / Resources

• Partisan Testimonial C: Mira Shelub – Struggling to Survive (p. 27)
Choosing Life (3:02)
Defiance DVD Start 1:07:38

Scene Context
No matter the circumstances, Jewish partisans proved remarkably resilient, adapting and adopting coping strategies and tactics as they went along. Sonia Orbuch, a former Jewish partisan, said: “We knew we had our destiny in our own hands. We were free to smell the fresh air. But it was hard, let me tell you. It was a full-time job just to stay alive.” For more info on Sonia, visit: www.jewishpartisans.org/soniaobio.

Many men in the partisans took “forest wives” during the war. These were casual relationships which took advantage of the untraditional lifestyle the partisans were living, far from society and its confines. Though Asael could have formed such an informal relationship with Chaya, a young girl whose parents Asael had helped rescue from the ghetto, the couple instead decided to have a traditional wedding, and sanctify their union before the community. Asael and Chaya’s marriage affects the whole group. All of the partisans were able to witness this life-affirming, hopeful, “normal” ritual, which stood out in stark contrast to their daily routine of hiding in the forest and fearing for their lives. Witnessing and celebrating this ritual instilled in them the desire to live, to persevere. Jewish partisan Norman Salsitz said that one of the reasons he stayed alive was to “tell the story for my mother.” He wrote four books after the war on his experiences. For more info on Norman, visit: www.jewishpartisans.org/normansbio.

Prior to this scene in the film, Zus had decided, after a fight with Tuvia, to leave his brothers and the Bielski camp, and join the Russian partisan unit. His decision to fight was strongly motivated by his desire to save lives; he believed that fighting the Germans was the most effective means of resistance.

Scene Description
Asael and Chaya are married in the forest. Simultaneously, Zus leads an ambush on a German troop truck with the Russian partisans.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Paired Learning

• Why do you think that the filmmakers chose to juxtapose these two events in one scene? What issues are they raising with this juxtaposition?

• In the Jewish tradition, a glass is broken at the end of a wedding ceremony as a symbol that even in the happiest of moments, it is important to remember that the world also contains tragedy. What underlying values does this tradition portray? How does Asael and Chaya’s decision to get married reflect that same value?

Text
In the book of Deuteronomy, the fifth book of the Torah, verse 30:19 says:

“I call heaven and earth to witness today, that I have set before you life and death, blessing and curse. So choose life in order that you may live, you and your descendants.”

Questions for Text

• Rewrite the verse in your own words. What do you think the verse is trying to teach?

• What do you think “choose life” meant to Asael and Chaya? What did it mean to Zus? What are the similarities and differences between their choices? What does it reveal to you about the way in which the same value can be interpreted and expressed in different ways?

• What does it mean for “heaven and earth” to witness something? What is the role of a witness? How does having a witness at an event change that event?

• Share another example of a value that can be expressed in multiple, even contradictory, ways.

Recommended Testimonial / Resources
• Partisan Testimonial C: Mira Shelub - Struggling to Survive (p. 27)

*Deuteronomy is the last book of the Torah, the Hebrew Bible. It takes the form of a long speech, filled with advice, laws, and poetry that Moses gives to the Israelites before he dies in the desert, and they enter the Promised Land."
Jewish Values: Excerpt 2

Choose Another People (0:39)
Defiance DVD Start 1:23:49

Scene Context
Many partisans died in battle, and often there was no time for burial or ceremony. In this scene, fighters in the Bielski unit have been killed in battle. The schoolteacher, Shimon Ha’Aretz, holds an impromptu burial ceremony for them. He evokes the Jewish notion of “chosenness”—the idea that the Jews have been chosen by God to be God’s people. This idea has been discussed and debated throughout Jewish history. According to one view, the relationship between God and the Jews was established at Sinai, the site where God gave, and the Jewish people accepted, the set of beliefs and practices that compose the Jewish religion. In this view, “chosenness” merely reflects a covenantal relationship; God and the Jews have, so to speak, signed a contract, in which the Jews have agreed to follow a certain set of ethical laws and behaviors they believe to have been delineated by God. This notion of chosenness turns the traditional idea that God has chosen the Jews, on its head. It explains that in fact the opposite has occurred—the Jews have chosen to be in relationship with God by following a certain set of rules and adhering to a particular set of values.

Jews have been struggling with the notion of chosenness throughout history. In this scene, the schoolteacher evokes the idea and puts a different spin on the issue. He insinuates that God has indeed chosen the Jewish people—but has chosen them to be tortured and destroyed.

Scene Description
Shimon Ha’Aretz holds a burial ceremony for fallen Jewish partisans.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Paired Learning

• How do you understand the term “the chosen people?” How do you think Shimon is defining that term in this scene?

• How do you think the concept of being “chosen” might have served the Jewish partisans, and in what ways might it have been a burden?

• Instead of reciting the traditional Jewish funeral prayer—the Kaddish, which praises God—at this funeral Shimon appears to be challenging, and even criticizing God. Do you think that Shimon lost his faith? What indicates that he has? What indicates that he has not?

• Many partisans were not religious in the traditional sense. How might they have responded to this type of funeral service? What is the role of a spiritual leader in a time of crisis? Do you think the teacher is meeting the needs of his community? In what ways? Be specific.

Text
One possible reason that the Shimon spoke as he did, challenging God directly, is that the Jewish tradition is full of examples of human beings challenging God. One of the most famous examples appears in the book of Genesis,* the first book of the Torah, in chapter 18: 23 – 25. In this story, Abraham, considered to be the first Jew, has learned that God is going to destroy the city of Sodom. He is surprised to learn that God is going to destroy an entire city because of the actions of a few evildoers. It reads:

And Abraham approached and he said—will you sweep up the righteous with the wicked? There may be fifty righteous men in the city—will you sweep up and not preserve for the sake of the fifty righteous who are in its midst? May it never be the case to do such a thing, to kill the righteous with the wicked, making the righteous like the wicked—may it never happen—will the judge of all the land not do justice?

Questions for Text

• How is the schoolteacher continuing in Abraham’s tradition? How do they both "talk" to God? What is surprising about it?

• How would you define the underlying values behind this kind of dialogue with God? Make a list of the possible values that emerge from this text and this scene.

• The Jewish people are known as Am Yisrael, which can be translated as "nation of God–wrestlers." We may never know the answer, but do you think the concept of Jews as "God–wrestlers" may have influenced Jewish partisans in any way? How?

* Genesis is the first book of the Torah, the Hebrew Bible. It recounts the story of the creation of the world, and stories about the forefathers and foremothers of the Jewish people.
Teaching with Defiance

Jewish Values: Excerpt 3

Passover in the Forest (0:56)
Defiance DVD Start 1:45:29

Scene Context
In this scene, German planes are flying over the forest, looking for the partisans. The Bielski unit is in imminent danger, and Tuvia is trying to decide what is best for the group to do. The Jewish holiday of Passover is also about to occur, and Shimon Ha’Aretz, the teacher, is explaining the significance of the holiday to a group of children in a makeshift classroom.

Tuvia was an avid reader who loved to recount religious stories to illustrate current dilemmas. The holiday of Passover, which recounts the ancient Israelite’s escape from slavery in Egypt, and is celebrated by Jews around the world each Spring, during the season of renewal, was especially resonant for the Jewish partisans. The most obvious theme of the festival is redemption from slavery – both physical and spiritual. Tuvia may have decided to move the camp because it was around the time of Passover, and he was inspired by the story of the Jews’ escape from Egypt, from darkness to light, from slavery to freedom.

Scene Description
Shimon Ha’Aretz teaches the partisan children about the Passover story.

Questions for Scene
Suggested Technique: Paired Learning

• Do you think that the teaching of the Passover story in the middle of a forest, in the middle of a war, was valuable? Why or why not? In what ways could it be interpreted as a form of resistance? Name five other non-violent ways people could resist.

• Name five challenges a teacher might face in setting up a school in wartime/refugee conditions. What burdens might such a school impose on the community? What might be the benefits?

• Shimon shares that in the story of the Exodus from Egypt, Moses told the people: “Do not trust in me – trust in God.” To what extent could this idea be harmful to the Jewish partisans at this particular moment, when the Germans were launching an attack on the forest? To what extent might it be helpful to them?

• While Shimon is teaching the children, Tuvia decides to move the entire Bielski unit from their campsite, hoping to bring them to safety before the Germans attack. He precedes this decision by saying: “Tomorrow is Passover, yes? Moses, the Exodus...” How can stories influence the way we decide to act? Have you ever heard a story that shaped a decision you made?

Text
Chapter 6, verses 6-7 in the book of Exodus,1 which recounts the story of the ancient Israelite’s slavery in Egypt, and ultimate redemption from that place, reads:

“I am the Lord, and I will bring you out from under the burdens of the Egyptians, and I will deliver you from their bondage, and I will redeem you with an outstretched arm and with great judgments, and I will take you to Me for a people, and I will be to you a God...”

Each year, in order to commemorate this freedom from bondage, the Jews tell the story of the Exodus from Egypt, and also try to connect an experience in their own lives to the story, as it states in the Babylonian Talmud:2

“In every generation one must look upon himself as if he personally had gone out of Egypt.” (Pesachim 116b).

Questions for Text

• What purpose do you think this teaching from the Talmud serves? What benefits could it have on a personal level? On a cultural level?

• Why do you think the verse from Exodus has so many different verbs, which, ultimately, express the same thing? What does it teach us about the nature of moving from slavery to freedom?

• Does your family or culture have a story about going from a difficult place to a place of hope? Share that story with the class or your study partner.

1 The book of Exodus is the second book in the Torah, the Hebrew Bible. It recounts the story of the Israelite’s bondage to the Egyptians, their redemption at the hands of God and Moses, and the beginning of their journey in the desert, on the way to the Land of Israel.

2 The Babylonian Talmud, a 20-volume opus, is the written version of 600 years of rabbinic debate on Jewish law. The word talmud comes from the Hebrew word for teaching and learning. Tractate “Pesachim” recounts the laws and ideas surrounding the holiday of Passover.
Teaching with Defiance

Jewish Values: Excerpt 4

Building Community (1:20)
Defiance DVD Start 1:40:05

Scene Context

Jewish tradition has valued the notion of community since its inception. Most Jewish law is dependent upon community, and it is a wide-held Jewish belief that the individual can attain his or her full potential only when in relationship and dialogue with others. In Judaism, the concept of holiness is used almost exclusively in a public sense. The Jewish notion of community is intertwined with the notion of responsibility for repairing the world. In order to make the world a better place, individuals need to take care of each other, and realize that they are interconnected. The Jewish notion of community is not limited only to Jews; it is an open community, as a tenet of Jewish belief is that all human beings were created equal, in God’s image, and must be treated with respect and dignity.

Prior to this scene, Tuvia and Asael had entered a ghetto and escaped back to their camp with a large number of Jews who had been trapped in the ghetto. The escapees are new to the forest and the partisans. This scene reveals Tuvia’s deliberate attempt to build community amongst his partisans.

Scene Description

Tuvia welcomes the Jews who have just come from the ghetto to the Bielski unit.

Questions for Scene

Suggested Technique: Paired Learning

• What do you think Tuvia’s purposes are in making his speech? Does he achieve them?

• What techniques does Tuvia use in his speech to try to achieve the purposes discussed above? How do you respond to leaders who use similar techniques? Name three leadership techniques you’ve used and describe what the results were.

• Tuvia says, “This is the one place in all of Belarussia where a Jew could be free.” What does that mean? What are they free to do? What are they free not to do? What are they free from?

• At the end of this scene, a little boy turns to Lilka and asks about Tuvia: “Is he a Jew?” Why do you think he asked the question? What does it teach you about the type of community the Jews had in the ghetto?

Text

Elie Wiesel, a survivor of the Nazi’s death camps, Nobel Laureate, author of fifty seven books, professor, and political activist, who has written prolifically about his experience during the Holocaust, has said:

A Jew cannot be a Jew on his own. A Jew needs to be part of a community.

Questions for Text

• What do you think this text means? Re-write the text to reflect the value statement to which it is alluding.

• Based on Tuvia’s speech in this scene, make a list of the community values and characteristics that you think he was working to establish for the camp. Circle the characteristics and values that you think were pivotal for the Bielski unit’s survival. Discuss the relationship between community and survival.

• Make a list of all the communities of which you are a part—from the smallest groups to the largest. What role does each community play in your life? Name at least one way in which each of your communities influences you.

Recommended Testimonial / Resources

• Partisan Testimonial B: Aron Bell - Saving Jewish Lives (p. 26)
Partisan Testimonial A: Aron Bell (Bielski)

Thwarting the Nazi Effort (0:47)
Online at www.jewishpartisans.org/aronbbio

Interview Context
Aron Bell—previously Aron Bielski—was the youngest of the Bielski brothers, and the last of the brothers still alive as of 2009. (He is played in the movie Defiance by George MacKay as the youngest brother, who holds silence for much of the film).

Aron escaped with his brothers into the Naliboki forest, and became a scout for their unit at the age of 11. He used his youth and appearance (appearing to be neither a fighter nor Jewish) to gather intelligence from local non-Jewish villagers. After the war, Aron traveled to Europe with other Jewish teens who had survived the Holocaust but lost their families. He smuggled himself into what was then Mandate Palestine (the future location for Israel) and eventually fought in the Israeli War of Independence.

Unlike most partisan groups, the Bielskis focused a great deal of their resources on rescue missions. The tactics they used, however, were identical to other partisans throughout World War II: avoiding open battle in favor of guerilla warfare, reconnaissance, sabotage and survival (obtaining food, shelter, etc.).

Scene Description
In this testimonial, Aron describes the sabotage tactics partisans used in their fight against the German army and their collaborators.

TRANSCRIPT
“Look, if you go from one city to the other; somewhere along the line there has to be a bridge, or a train, right? That the Nazis use. You go, you burn up the bridge; you go, you sabotage the railroad. Or if they were accumulating cows for their food; you’d go and burn up their food...hit and run. The partisans (not only the Jewish partisans, but also the Russian partisans)—they gave them a hell of a time, to the Nazis, absolutely. They [the Germans] could not roam around freely; they had to go in groups.”

General Questions
• What were the benefits to the partisans of engaging in sabotage tactics rather than open battle?

• Imagine that you were a member of a resistance group (armed or unarmed). What would be your top five priorities for your group? Which would be better served by battle? Which by sabotage? Which by diplomacy? Which by nonviolence? What other tactics can you think of?

• As time went on, the Bielski partisans gained a greater and greater reputation in their area for successfully fighting the Germans and their collaborators. How do you think this served their purposes, and how did it hinder them?

• Aron says that the partisans gave the Nazis “a hell of a time”. The German army never expected that they would have to fight hundreds of thousands of soldiers behind their own front lines. How do you think they responded to the partisans’ actions, and how might those responses have affected other aspects of the German war effort?

• Many Jewish partisans were teenagers. Some of them, like Aron, were even younger. How do you feel when you think of young people like Aron going on partisan missions? Of going into battle? List some positive and negative consequences that these experiences could have had on their lives.

Additional Topics
Social Studies
What effect do you think the Bielski’s actions—as Jews, guerilla fighters, saboteurs and rescuers—had on the German army’s morale and ability to operate in Belarus? On the outcome of the war as a whole?

English
Some Jewish partisan groups, such as those in the Minsk ghetto*, put out newsletters publicizing their action. Write a headline and a three sentence introduction to an article that they might have published about a successful Bielski mission (feel free to make up the details).

Write two more accounts of the same event, one from the point of view of the German military, and one from the Russians (who were allied with the Bielskis). Make sure to include headlines.

Judaic Studies
The Bielskis are frequently compared to two other groups of Jewish revolutionaries—the Maccabees, and the Israelites who escaped Egypt. Which do you think they resemble, or can you think of a more accurate historical parallel? Explain your answer.

Recommended for Use With
• History: Excerpt 2 – Meeting the Russian Partisans (p. 10)

* For more details, see: www.ushmm.org/outreach/partchr.htm
Aron Bell—previously Aron Bielski—was the youngest of the Bielski brothers, and the last of the brothers still alive as of 2009. (He is played in the movie Defiance by George MacKay as the youngest brother, who holds silence for much of the film).

Aron escaped with his brothers into the Naliboki forest, and became a scout for their unit at the age of 11. He used his youth and appearance (appearing to be neither a fighter nor Jewish) to gather intelligence from local non-Jewish villagers. After the war, Aron traveled to Europe with other Jewish teens who had survived the Holocaust but lost their families. He smuggled himself into what was then Mandate Palestine (the future location for Israel) and eventually fought in the Israeli War of Independence.

Unlike most partisan groups, the Bielskis focused a great deal of their resources on rescuing Jews. But there was hardly unanimous agreement on the decision to do so. Rescue missions were risky, they diverted resources from fighting the enemy, and there was the question of how to support the people they saved—particularly noncombatants who might put the rest of the group at risk.

As the youngest Bielski brother, Aron has a unique perspective on the choices his older brothers made in leading the group. In this testimonial, he describes how Tuvia was responsible for bringing more refugees into the group and why, in Aron’s opinion, Zus and Asael disagreed with Tuvia’s position.

TRANSCRIPT
“...And he was actually the one, it was Tuvia’s idea that if they could survive 20, 30 people, why couldn’t 60 survive? And if there was food for 60, there will be enough food for 120. This was his idea to save Jews. Whether it’s a woman, child, old man, young man, whomever. This was his idea. The other two brothers [Zus and Asael] would not: they would probably take their relatives out and they would have a small group of people. They would not undertake such a big responsibility. This comes the credit to the oldest, to Tuvia. That was his idea.”

General Questions
• What do you think Aron means by the phrase, to “undertake such a big responsibility”?
• Do you agree with Tuvia’s logic, that “if there was food for 60, there will be enough food for 120”? What did the Bielski partisans stand to lose from such a policy? What did they stand to gain?
• What if the Bielskis had died because they tried to rescue too many people—would you still think that Tuvia made the right decision? What helps you make hard decisions when the outcome is hard to predict?
• Describe one time when you took a risk that benefitted a group you belonged to. Describe a time when you served your group better by being cautious.
• How do you think leaders balance their responsibilities to care for their immediate group with their responsibilities to help others? How do you?
• As Tuvia’s lieutenants, do you think Zus and Asael had a greater responsibility to support their brother’s decisions, or to do what they thought was best for the group? What would you do if you were in a position of authority and disagreed with your group’s leader?

Additional Questions
Social Studies
Make a list of groups (personal, ethnic, national, etc.) that the Bielski brothers belonged to. Make a list of groups you belong to or identify with. Which ones do you feel the greatest sense of responsibility towards? How does this influence your actions?

English
How do you think a partisan who disagreed with Tuvia would describe Tuvia’s rationale for letting more people into the group? How do you think a refugee would describe Zus’s rationale against letting more people in? Which do you agree with more? Why?

Judaic Studies
In the movie Defiance, the character Shimon (the schoolteacher) tells Tuvia, “The Talmud says if you save a life, you must take responsibility for it.” Do you agree with this statement? What other values does this quote from the Talmud imply, and how do you think those values influenced Aron’s perspective on Tuvia, Zus, and Asael’s conflict regarding bringing more refugees into the camp?

Recommended for Use With
• Ethics: Excerpt 1 – “They’re Family” (p. 13)
• Jewish Values: Excerpt 4 – Building Community (p. 24)
Struggling to Survive (1:30)

Online at www.jewishpartisans.org/mirasbio

Interview Context

Faced with deadly antisemitism from non-Jewish members of her Polish partisan unit, 18-year-old Mira Shelub and about two-dozen other Jews escaped the group. Now classified as deserters, they hid with the Bielskis to avoid being shot for leaving her group. Three weeks later, they received permission from the Russian Partisan commanders to form their own all-Jewish detachment. After that, they left the Bielskis to conduct their own missions.

Like many female partisans who lived in a time where women were had very distinct roles from men, Mira was not primarily a fighter. But she would sometimes join the soldiers on missions, carrying ammunition and providing other support. Women in the partisans were vulnerable to sexual harassment and worse from men in their unit, so they often would marry one of the men for protection—a marriage of convenience, not romance. Mira was luckier. She married Nochim, the leader of her group and, “I loved my husband and he loved me,” she recalls. “It was like a love affair in the forest. Can you ask for a better place?”

Scene Description

In this testimonial, Mira tells how she convinced her husband, Nochim—the leader of her partisan group—not to give up.

TRANSCRIPT

“There is nothing in the forest. I remember we were putting into swamps, pushing into swamps, and we tried to get out from the swamps and there, it was not just the young ones, but all the family, family people. We couldn’t get out. My husband, he was leading the group and I was near him and he carried a pistol in his hands and he says, he, first of all, the Germans all around us and we are just walking through the swamps, one foot in, one foot out, one foot in, one foot out and he, he wanted to kill himself. He said, “I just want to finished up. I had enough of it. Finish.” I said, “No, you are not going to do it. You are not going to do it. We’ll make it. We’ll make it.” Because you become so desperate when you go, you know, it’s swamps. One in, one—you don’t know when, how will it end? But we got out. We got out. We got out. So it’s a different life. It’s, it’s something entirely different. I always, I, I was dreaming that one day I’ll come out and I’ll have my little, my little boy and it’s huckle [sic]. My older son, our way. I, I always felt that we’ll survive. We’ll survive and I’ll have a little son.”

General Questions

For definitions of leadership and authority used in these questions, refer to Leadership Excerpt Two: Tuvia Exerts his Authority (page 20)

- In this situation, Mira took leadership to save Nochim’s life—and quite possibly the lives of her comrades, since Nochim was their commander. Who authorized her to take leadership? Where does authority come from?
- What positions or relationships did Mira hold that gave her additional authority in this situation? How did she use them?
- Make a list of actions that leaders can take to use their authority most effectively. Make a list of actions they can take to undermine their own authority. Do any items on the list overlap?
- For someone who decides to take leadership in a situation, what advantages could there be to not having any explicit authority?
- Describe or reenact a time when you convinced someone else to persevere. Does retelling the scene change your perspective on what happened or give you new insights?
- What is the value, if any, of retelling personal history? How do the stories you grew up with affect the way you live today?

Additional Topics

Social Studies

Draw a diagram of how you think relationships, authority, and leadership influence each other—either in theory, or using an example from your life (your family, a group of friends, etc.).

English

Imagine it wasn’t just Nochim who wanted to give up, but the rest of Mira’s partisan group as well. Write (or perform) a speech in which Mira persuades her comrades to persevere. If you can, try to write in Mira’s voice.

Judaic Studies

Refer to the text study on page 13 (Leadership: Excerpt 3): “anyone who saves one life is regarded as if he or she had saved an entire world”. With this or other Jewish texts/traditions in mind, discuss what responsibility Mira had to take leadership in this situation.

Recommended for Use With

- Leadership: Excerpt 4 – Asael’s Moment (p. 20)
- Jewish Values: Excerpt 1 – Choosing Life (p. 21)
Partisan Testimonial D: Mira Shelub

A Sleeping Partisan is Punished (1:20)
Online at www.jewishpartisans.org/mirasbio

Interview Context

Faced with deadly antisemitism from non-Jewish members of her Polish partisan unit, 18-year-old Mira Shelub and about two-dozen other Jews escaped the group. Now classified as deserters, they hid with the Bielskis to avoid being shot for leaving her group. Three weeks later, they received permission from the Russian Partisan commanders to form their own all-Jewish detachment. After that, they left the Bielskis to conduct their own missions.

Approximately one quarter of Mira’s unit were women—unusual for non-Jewish partisan units, but more common in Jewish groups where most everyone was allowed to join. Women cooked, maintained camp and provided other vital support, including taking active roles in missions at times, but sexism limited their opportunities. Mira herself occasionally carried ammunition in her group’s sabotage missions against the Nazis and their Polish collaborators.

Scene Description

In this testimonial Mira recounts how soldiers in her unit killed a fellow partisan for falling asleep while on guard duty.

TRANSCRIPT

“But once I remember, we stayed at one place and we had one Partisan who was supposedly watching. We were all asleep. We were all asleep in the peasant’s house and one Partisan was outside watching if the Germans don’t approach us. It’s actually not the Germans but the local police. The Germans were afraid to get into the forest because you have a feeling that each tree was shooting at you. But they’re Polish police, so they attacked the house and then, and then we counterattack them and they, they ran away.

But the Partisan who was guarding the house, they kill, they killed him, the leaders of the Partisans because how could he had knew that everybody was asleep and he supposedly was watching us, and he got into the house and he also was like that, you know, going to sleep a little bit.”

General Questions

• Why do you think the partisans killed the guard?

• Do you think it was fair to kill the guard? What arguments could you make on either side?

• Do you think the partisans had other options in this situation? What might have limited them from acting differently?

• How does military justice differ from civilian justice? Do you think there should be a difference? Does it matter if it occurs during peacetime or during war?

• Describe a time when you saw someone wrongly being punished – or escaping fair punishment. Did you say anything or hold silence? Knowing what you do now, would you act differently?

Additional Topics

Social Studies
Do you think that killing the guard was an effective tactic for protecting the group? If it was effective, does that justify the punishment?

English
Mira says that, “in the frost we did not only fight a physical battle, but also a spiritual battle. We were sitting around the fire, singing songs together, supporting each other and dreaming about better days and a better future...a better tomorrow.”

How would you resolve the apparent conflict between this statement and the events Mira describes?

Judaic Studies
What Jewish ethical principles or proof texts could you use to support or argue against the partisans’ actions?

Recommended for Use With

• Leadership: Excerpt 2 – Tuvia Exerts His Authority (p. 18)
Partisan Testimonial E: Rae Kushner

Being Hungry During Rosh HaShanah (1:19)
Online at www.jewishpartisans.org/raekbio

Interview Context

At age 18, Rae Kushner and her family escaped the Novogrodek ghetto in Poland with 250 other Jews. Using improvised tools, they dug a 750-foot tunnel to freedom, hiding the dirt in the walls of their building to avoid detection. Unfortunately, once they emerged from the tunnel, their group was discovered and many of Rae’s companions, including her brother, died in the attempt.

Rae, her father, and her sister Lisa survived, and were eventually found by the Bielskis. As a Bielski partisan, Rae regularly stood guard for the camp. She also was one of the cooks, often making variations on potatoes, soup, and small pieces of bread.

The period between her family’s escape and their rescue by the Bielskis was one of Rae’s most harrowing. They didn’t know the territory outside Novogrodek—where to hide, where to find food, or who they could trust. Fortunately, they found a friendly, young Polish farmer and convinced him to guide them through the countryside to shelter.

For more about Rae and Lisa’s story, see the JPEF short film, “A Partisan Returns: The Legacy of Two Sisters” (on the Teaching with Defiance DVD or at www.jewishpartisans.org/films).

Scene Description

In this testimonial, Rae describes the reactions of two different (non-Jewish) peasants who her family and their guide turned to for help.

TRANSCRIPT

“I’ll tell you the story with it, with food. And we were sitting. It was pouring from Rosh HaShanah to Yom Kippur ten days and we were hungry and my sister got really tired, and she was a young girl. She’s four years younger than me and she said, “Let’s go to a gentile [non-Jewish person]. Let’s ask for bread. Maybe they’ll give us bread.” So we went. I went with my sister, and my father was holding on to this guy, to the farmer boy, and we knocked on the door and he ran out with a big piece of wood, hit my sister over the head and he put out a dog, a big dog on us, and we were hungry again. Later on we walked further and we went into a woman. She knew us. She knew the Kushner family so she said to us, “I’ll let you eat. I’ll let you sleep overnight in the stable.” She had cows. “But I cannot let you stay here for longer.” I don’t blame her. You know why? But if they would find out that she’s hiding the Jews, the Jews, she would be killed with our family.”

General Questions

• How did you feel listening to Rae’s description of how her family was treated by the two townspeople they turned to for help?
• Why do you think the two townspeople reacted differently? Make a list of five possible reasons why the man with the dog should NOT have helped Rae, and six possible reasons why the woman did.
• What would you do if a family you knew came to your door asking for food and shelter? What if you didn’t know them? Would you be more likely or less likely to help if they were in direct danger? What if you could be in danger for helping them?
• Why do you think some people are willing to risk their lives in order to help others?
• What are some resources (physical, social, financial, emotional, etc.) that support people when taking or choosing to take risks in order to help others? Name five resources you have access to.

Additional Topics

Social Studies
Based on hearing Rae’s experience and what you know about partisans in general, what insight or advice can you imagine a former Jewish partisan might have to share with someone facing the threat of genocide today?

English
Think about a story or article your class has read where someone was in danger. How might the story have changed if that person had one more friend or ally who could help them (either a personal friend or some person/group who was an ally to their people)? Imagine an alternate ending from this perspective, and rewrite the last page or paragraph to suit your new story.

Judaic Studies
Is there a difference in the heroism displayed by ‘righteous gentiles’—non-Jewish people who saved Jews—and Jews who saved other Jews? Do you think that people who resisted the Nazis were ordinary people acting in extraordinary circumstances, or extraordinary people who would have behaved heroically in less extreme circumstances?

Recommended for Use With

• History: Excerpt 3 - Antisemitism in the Russian Partisans (p. 11)
• Ethics: Excerpt 3 - The Milkman (p. 15)
JPEF Films on **Teaching with Defiance DVD**

All films feature primary-source material including interviews with former Jewish partisans plus archival photographs and film clips. Accompanying study guides available online at www.jewishpartisans.org/resist. Films can also be viewed online at www.jewishpartisans.org/films.

**Introduction to the Jewish Partisans (6:56)**
A brief introduction to the Jewish partisans. Showcases interviews with nine former partisans, as well as rare Soviet archival footage. The film documents a nearly forgotten side of the Jewish experience during the Holocaust, countering the myth that Jews went "like sheep to the slaughter." Ed Asner narrates.
*Study Guide: “Introduction to the Jewish Partisans”*

**The Partisans Through the Eyes of the Soviet Newsreel (3:30)**
Primary-source footage of Russian and Polish partisans carrying out sabotage and other guerrilla activities during World War II. This film shows the many forms of resistance that Jewish and non-Jewish partisans employed, as well as a picture of their daily lives.
Ed Asner narrates.
*Study Guide: “Introduction to the Jewish Partisans”*

**Living and Surviving in the Partisans: Food (4:14)**
For the Jewish partisans, hunger was an ever-present companion. Some partisans were able to find sympathetic villagers who would give them food, some had to steal it, others survived on a handful of beans. Nine Jewish partisans describe what they ate and how it was obtained. Larry King narrates.
*Study Guide: “Living and Surviving in the Partisans”*

**Living and Surviving in the Partisans: Winter (4:16)**
Partisans were often ill equipped for the freezing cold and snow of winter. This film features eleven former partisans detailing the struggle to survive the harsh winter climate, as well as how they used it to their advantage.
Larry King narrates.
*Study Guide: “Living and Surviving in the Partisans”*

**Living and Surviving in the Partisans: Medicine (4:43)**
With few doctors and no medical supplies, partisans suffered from many diseases. Wounds were frequently left untreated. Nine former partisans recount the lack of medical care, and the methods—often improvised—that were used to treat the sick and injured.
Larry King narrates.
*Study Guide: “Living and Surviving in the Partisans”*

**Living and Surviving in the Partisans: Shelter (4:40)**
Partisans used a variety of methods to survive harsh weather and hide from the Nazis and their collaborators. Some stayed with sympathetic peasants. Others constructed underground huts in the forest. Eight partisans describe where they lived as well as the constant fear of detection.
Larry King narrates.
*Study Guide: “Living and Surviving in the Partisans”*

**Every Day the Impossible: Jewish Women in the Partisans (15:00)**
Less than 10% of all partisans were women. In the all-Jewish units, however, this percentage was significantly higher. Some engaged in armed combat, others provided critical support including cooking, nursing, reconnaissance and weapons transport. Hear about their challenges and victories first-hand from eight Jewish women who fought back against the Germans.
Tovah Feldshuh narrates.
*Study Guide: “Women in the Partisans.”*

**Antisemitism in the Partisans (11:25)**
The Jewish partisans fought a war on three fronts, not only against the German army, but also local Nazi collaborators, and even other partisans sometimes within their own groups. Though they fought a common enemy, antisemitism forced many Jewish partisans to hide their identity from—and even fight against—their allies.
Larry King narrates.
*Study Guide: “Antisemitism in the Partisans”*

**A Partisan Returns: The Legacy of Two Sisters (21:00)**
Former Bielski partisan Lisa Riebel journeys back to her home in Belarus for the first time after nearly 65 years. She escaped the Novogrodek ghetto with her sister and father through a 750-foot tunnel, and after days in the forest joined up with the Bielski. Experience how her story of escape, struggle and success affects three generations of her family.
Tovah Feldshuh narrates.
*Study Guides: “Women in the Partisans” and “Tuvia Bielski: Rescue is Resistance.”*

Additional study guides, partisan bios and other resources at: www.jewishpartisans.org/films
The Academy Award nominated picture, *DEFIANCE*, portrays the incredible story of Jewish brothers in Nazi-occupied Eastern Europe on the run and hiding in the deep forests of the then German occupied Poland and Belorussia (World War II). These three Bielski brothers find the near impossible task of scrounging for food and weapons for their survival. The brothers’ initial plan was to simply survive, however, the brothers soon start taking other families into their camp. Women and men of all ages, as well as children, are all hiding in hand-made substitute homes in the dark, cold and dangerous forests in the darkest times of German occupied Eastern Europe.

If you are interested in screening this Academy Award nominated picture at your school, you will need to obtain a Public Performance License. You may open it up to all students in your auditorium and spark a discussion with questions such as “Why isn’t this compelling story as well known as Anne Frank”, or “Why did the Forest Community create the term “Forest Wife”? With a Public Performance License, you may show the picture outside the classroom and open it up to ALL students. You may even already have one at your school! Check with your Administration or call Swank Motion Pictures directly to obtain a license.

For more information please contact:
Barbara Nelson, National Sales Manager
Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.
10795 Watson Road, St. Louis, MO 63127
bnelson@swank.com, 314-984-6130 or 800-876-5577